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It was shown by DieudonnC in [5], that the existence of a derivation basis, 
with certain properties, implies the existence of a lifting. At the time of the 
publication of [5] it was not known however, whether or not liftings always 
exist, hence it was not known whether or not derivation bases with convenient 
properties always exist. 
We know now that in the case of strictly localizable spaces, liftings do 
exist (see [16], Chap. IV). Recently D. Kiilzow has shown (see [17]), using 
liftings, that derivation bases with convenient properties also exist, in the case 
of strictly localizable spaces (see also [l 81). 
In this paper we shall establish further relations between liftings and deriva- 
tion bases. In the first section we gather various definitions and we give a 
criterion for a derivation basis to be strong. In the second section we discuss 
derivation bases associated with a lower density. In particular we show that 
certain differentiability results can be obtained directly using the topologies 
associated with lower densities and with liftings (see [I l] and [16], Chap. V). 
Section three deals with derivation bases on locally compact spaces and section 
four with strong Iiftings and derivation bases satisfying condition (C). In 
section five we show that for every locally compact group there exist appro- 
ximate identities yielding pointwise convergence. For this we use liftings 
commuting with the left translations of the considered group (see [15]). 
Results of this type were obtained by Edwards and Hewitt (see [6]) for certain 
locally compact groups and were used to obtain various pointwise inversion 
formulas for the Fourier transform (see also the remarks at the end of sec- 
tion 5). In section six we give a result concerning lower densities and deriva- 
tion bases commuting with certain groups of mappings. 
* Research supported by the U. S. Army Research Office (Durham) under contract 
DAHC04 68 C 0005. 
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1. DERIVATION BASES 
Let 2 be a set, N an upper integral and 9 an algebra of (elementary) 
functionsl. We suppose (2, N, 9!) strictly localizable (whence N = m). 
Define the mapping ,V on Y(Z) to 8+ by p*(A) = N(qA) for all A EY(.Z). 
Denote by 3Y the tribe of all measurable parts of 2 and by go the clan of all 
A E 39 satisfying p*(A) < + co. 
If @ C @,, we denote by +2* the set of all A E 49 satisfying ~$4) > 0. 
If X C 2 then there exists X, E @ such that X, 3 X and 
p-(X1 n A) = p-(X n A) 
for all A ~3?. Such a set is called a measurable cover of X. If X, and X2 are 
two measurable covers of X then2 Xi n X2 is pm-negligible. Below the nota- 
tion X’ is used to denote a measurable cover of X. 
Let now E C Z and E > 0. An +covering of E is a countable set & Csl(Z) 
satisfying 
p(E - u 8) = 0 and p*(u d - E’) 9 E. 
A strong covering of E, where 0 < p*(E) < + co, is a set V Cgs* such 
that for every E > 0 there is an E-covering of E consisting of disjoint sets 
belonging to %. 
A derivation basis on 2 is a family .F = (~(a)),,, , where for every z E Z, 
T(z) is a filter basis on a0 *. If 9 is a derivation basis on Z we denote by 
U(F) the set of all parts A C Z having the property: there is z E Z and 
& G F(z) such that A E z2. 
Let S= = (9+))ssz be a derivation basis on Z. 
An 9-covering of E, where 0 < v(E) < + OC), is a set V C&‘,,* such that 
foreveryzEEand&EE(z)wehave%?n.@‘# @. 
We say that S is a strong derivation basis on Z if for every EC Z, where 
0 < p*(E) < + co, every T covering of E is a strong covering. 
When g is a strong derivation basis on Z and L2r C P(Z) we write 
F-c@ 
if: 
(4 wq c % 
(uu) whenever %? is an $-covering of E, where E is contained in some set 
belonging to 9Y and 0 < p*(E) < + co, there exists U E 42 such that 
(AE%‘]~(A- U)=O>, 
is a strong covering of E. 
1 We shall use the notations and terminology introduced in [16]. 
e For any two sets A and B in 9’(Z) we write A Ll B = (A - B) U (B - A). 
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It is easy to see that F ( 23s and B < &? for every strong derivation 
basis 9. 
Denote by %&F) the set of all parts of 2 which are countable unions of 
sets belonging to U(F) (hence ia EFJF)) and consider the condition: 
(H) For every E C 2, satisfying 0 < p*(E) < + co, and some measurable 
cover E, of E the following holds: If V 6 g,,(S) and p*(E - V) > 0 then there 
iszEE- Vand&‘ES(z)~ch that: 
(h) ACE, ifA~&‘; 
(hh) AnV= 0 ifA~&. 
We shall now give a criterion for a derivation basis to be strong. 
THEOREM 1. The derivation basis S is strong if it satisfies condition (H). 
Proof. Let %? be an F-covering of EC 2, where 0 < p*(E) < + co. 
If V E VU(F) and p*(E - V) > 0 then by (H), there is z E E - V and 
& E P(z) satisfying (h) and (hh). Since @ is an F-covering of E we have 
($7 n ,G’ # @. Hence there is A E % n %‘(F) satisfying: 
(i) ACE,andAnV= ia. 
Let now 2 be the set of all parts 9 of %’ n ‘%(.F) such that: 
(j) A,E~, A,E2 imply A,=A, or A,nA,= a; 
(jj) A E 9 implies A C E, . 
Since p*(E*) < + co we deduce that each set 9 is countable. 
Order 2 by inclusion. It is obvious that the set 3 is inductive. Let g* E 2 
be maximal. Then 
(ii) p(E - U D*) = 0. 
In fact, if p*(E - u 9*) > 0 then by (i) there is A E %’ n U(9) satisfying 
A C E, and A n (U 3*) = G. But 9** = {A} u 9* belongs to 3 and is 
strictly superior to 9P. Since 23* is maximal, this is a contradiction. Hence (ii) 
is satisfied. Notice also that we have u 9* C E* so that 
p(u G* - E’) = 0. 
Hence %? is a strong covering of E. Since E C Z, satisfying 0 < p*(E) < + CO, 
was otherwise arbitrary, the theorem is proved. 
Let 9 = (F(z))~,~ be a derivation basis on 2. Let 4 : @ -+ R where 
q(9) C !2 and let #/TV be the mapping A M #(A)/p*(A) of F(9)* into R. We 
define: 
&1/, : z+ a (= [-co, +co]) and D$iC#:Z-tR 
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and 
If Dmw 
Dgc#(z) the diative of zj at x (with respect to 9). If D~#(x) E R we say 
that is di$%rentiubZe at z (with respect to 9). 
If f : 2-t R is measurable and if N(qAf) < + CO for A ES!, we define 
+$,:‘&!,R by 
*f(A) = J v.4f dP (*) 
for A ~4% (here p = ptNeR) is the integra2 associated with (N, 9?) (see [16], 
P. 6)). 
Notice that if f EL~(Z, N, 9) then N(qAf) < + CO for every A E 99 
and hence in this case, & can be considered defined on 39’. 
With the above notations and definitions we may state the: 
THEOREM 2. Let f : Z --+ R be measurable, such that N(v~ f) < + CO for 
A E % and let 1,4~ : +!Z -+ R be dejined by the equations (*). If 9 is a strong 
derivation basis on Z satisfying 9 < a, then 
N-almost everywhere.4 
Q94fc4 = f (4, 
We notice that while the conclusion of Theorem 2 is valid if g is strong, 
the “converse” is not true. 
Let M” be the algebra of all bounded real-valued measurable functions 
defined on Z. Notice that if f E M” then N(qA f) < + co for every A E .B’,, 
and hence, in this case, q$ can be considered defined on G’,, . A weak derivation 
basis on Z is a derivation basis S= on Z such that for every f E M" 
N-almost everywhere. 
3 If #’ and $” are two mappings into R, the domains of which contain V(F)* and 
if f 1 %(ZJ)* = +V 1 F(g)* then p~#’ = &Y and D;s$’ = fin&‘. 
4 See for instance [19], [20], [A, [8] and [9] (especially [20]). 
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2. LIFTINGS AND DERIVATION BASES 
For any two functions f and g with domain Z we write f EE g whenever 
f(z) = g(z), N-almost everywhere. A lifting5 of M” is a mapping 
p : 111” ---f M” having the properties: 
(I) P(f) =f; 
(II) f = g implies p(f) = p(g); 
(III) #o(l) = 1; 
(IV) f 3 0 implies p(f) > 0; 
(V P(%f + &‘g> = v(f) + &J(g); 
(VI) p(fg) = P(f) P(g)* 
Given (2, N, a), strictly localizable, there exists a lifting of (the corres- 
ponding algebra) M” (see [16], Chap. IV). 
For any /l and B in 99 we write A = B if and only if P)~ zx pls (that is if 
and only if p-(A L^l B) = 0). A lifting of 33’ is a mapping 8 : 9 + g having 
the properties: 
(I’) H(A) 1% A; 
(II’) ,-I B implies e(A) = e(B); 
(III’) 6(Z) = Z and 0( D ) = o ; 
(IV’) @l n B) = e(A) n e(B); 
(V’) e(A u B) = B(A) u B(B). 
If p is a lifting of M” then there exists a unique lifting 0 of 93 such that 
PCPA) = %(A) (1) 
for all r3 ~99 (we shall often use the same symbol for the lifting of M” and 
for the corresponding lifting of g’, defined by (1)). Conversely if 0 is a 
lifting of 23’ then there exists a unique lifting p of M” satisfying (1) for 
all A ~-99. 
A lower density of 99 is a mapping 0 : 2’ + 3? satisfying the properties 
(I’)-(IV’), above. 
For a lower density 0 of B we define 
z(e) = U e(A) 
A&?#, 
(notice that p*(Z - Z(0)) = 0) and 
&3o(e) = {A 1 A ~g,, , e(A) == A). 
5 For the definition of a lifting and of a lower density, see [16], Chap. III. 
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If 13 is a lower density of 9 then for each .z E 2 we denote by F8(z) the 
filter basis consisting of the sections of the set 
{B 1 B 3 z, B EL&,(O)>. 
For x @Z(e) we denote by 4(z) an arbitrary filter basis on go(e)*.6 Then 
% = v%(%z is a derivation basis on Z. 
In view of certain applications it is convenient to state some of the results 
that follow using the notion of derivation basis associated with a lower density, 
notion which we now introduce. 
A derivation basis S = (~((z))~~~ on Z is associated with the lower density 
0 of &? when: 
(a.) if A E g(s) then A C e(A); 
(p) if D ES?,,(O) d an z E D then there is E? E F(z) contained in 9(D). 
It is obvious that for any lower density 0 of G?, the basis 4 is associated 
with t? 
We shall now establish the: 
THEOREM 3. If 0 is a lower density of 98 and 9 is a derivation basis on Z, 
associated with 0, then 9 is strong. 
This theorem is essentially due to D. Kijlzow (see [17, Theorem 19, 
p, 56]), who has shown that 4 is a strong derivation basis if 6’ is a lifting. For 
completeness we present here a proof which is similar to his. However, in 
view of certain applications we state and prove Theorem 3, in terms of 
derivation bases associated with a lower density. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 it is enough to show that 9 satisfies condition (H). 
Let then EC Z, satisfying 0 < p*(E) < + co and let E, = E’ U O(E’). 
Then E, is a measurable cover of E. Let now V E%?JP) such that 
p*(E - V) > 0. Since for a CL*-negligible set rl C Z we have 
E- VCE’- VCB(E’- v)Ud 
we deduce that (E - V) n e(E’ - V) # 0. Let z be a point in this inter- 
section. By (/3) there is d EP(z) contained in B(B(E’ - V)). Now notice 
that from (a) we deduce 0(V) r) V. Hence if A E .M then: 
(h) A C B(E’ - V) C B(E’) C E,; 
(hh) An VCe(E’- V)no(V)= @. 
6 We notice that if 9’ = (F’(x)).,= and F” = (S”(Z)),~~ are two derivation bases 
on 2 and if F’(x) = Y’(z), N-almost everywhere, then F’ is strong if and only if 
Se is strong. 
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Since EC 2, satisfying 0 < p.(E) < + cc was otherwise arbitrary, it 
follows that F satisfies (H). Hence 9 is strong. 
Let 0 be a lower density of g and 9 a derivation basis on Z associated with 
6’. By Theorem 3, 9 is strong. 
If we have 9 < % and if f : 2-t R is measurable and such that 
N(vAf) < + rx for all A E @ then (by Theorem 2) 
N-almost everywhere. 
Consider the topology7 
~34&4 = f(4, (2) 
F@ = {A 1 A EL@, A c B(A)} 
associated with 0. The topology F0 has, among others, the following pro- 
perty: 
(3) A mapping f : Z -+ a is measurable if and only if there exists a negligible 
set Cf3 2 - Z(0) such that f is continuous at each z E Z - C, , 
On the basis of this result we obtain immediately that if f : Z + R is 
measurable and N(qA f) < + co for all A E @, where %7(F) C a, then 
D;s#f(z) =f(z) for all .a E Z - C, . 
If 0 is a lifting of 9 (and not only a lower density) we also define the topo- 
logy TO spanned by (B(A) 1 A E g}; clearly To C FQ . The topology TO has 
among others the following properties: 
(4) We have P(Z) = {e( f )f E &I”}. 
(5) If f : Z--f a is measurable there exists a unique f * E CR(Z) such that 
f* Ef. 
(6) If f : Z --f f7 is measurable and v E CR(R) then (9’ c f )* = g, of *. 
On the basis of (5) we deduce that if f : Z-t R is measurable and 
N(v, f) < + co for all A E &, where ‘G%(F) C @ then 
~FQm> = f *t-4 for every z E z(e). (7) 
We notice that the use of the topologies F0 and T, show that z,l~~ : 4Y ---f R 
is differentiable and D,&(x) =f(z), iv-almost everywhere, without the 
hypothesis 9 < %Y. However this hypothesis is satisfied in most important 
. . 
apphcatrons. Also, these considerations do not show that a derivation basis 
associated with a lower density is str0ng.s 
’ For the topologies Ys and To (see below) and their properties see [ll] or [16], 
Chap. V. 
B See also [4]. 
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Remarks. (1) For certain applications it is useful to notice the following: 
Let C be the one point compactification of the complex plane. Let 0 be a 
lifting of 9. Then for every measurable function f : Z+ C there exists a 
unique f* E C,(Z) such that f* = f (see Sec. 5, Chap. IV, [16] and Sec. 6, 
Chap. V, [16]). We deduce as above that if f : Z-+ C is measurable and 
N(vA 1 f I) < + co for all A E a, where 9?(s) C a’, then 
(the function zjj : ??J -+ C is defined by (*), as in the case of mappings of Z 
into R.) 
(2) Let B be a lifting of 39 and 9 = (~(z)),~~ a derivation basis on 2. 
Then 
A predensity9 of 93 is a mapping 8 : 9 -+ @ satisfying the properties (I’), 
(II’), (III’) and: 
(IV”) For every finite family (A&, of elements of 9 satisfying 
fliel Ai E m we have 
ne(Ai) = a. 
&I 
Clearly a lower density is a predensity. To any predensity we shall now 
associate a lower density. Let t9 be a predensity of 9 and let 9O be the set of 
all parts of 2 of the form nie, 8( Vi), where (U&, is a finite family of elements 
of @. Let x0 be the set of all parts of 2 which are arbitrary unions of elements 
of 4 (notice that yO is the topology spanned by {B(A) 1 A E 23)). 
(8) If A E SY, U B f. and p*(U - A) = 0, then UC CB(CA). 
It is enough to prove (8) for U E J$ . Hence let U = niE,0( U,), where 
( UJier is a finite family of elements of&Y. By hypothesis 
whence 
(I?, ) 
e(q) n e(a) = or ; 
8 The notion of predensity and the associated lower density (see below) were 
introduced in [l]. 
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hence U C CB(CA). Define now 0’ : 99 -+ g by 
!!?(A) = u u, 
the union being taken over all U E S;, , U C C%(CA). Clearly 0’ satisfies (I’), 
(II’), (III’). Notice also that 8’ is increasing. In fact let A’ E g, A” E g and 
A’ C A”. If U E j$ and UC CB(CA’) then p*(U - A’) = 0. Hence 
p.(G - A”) = 0 SO that U C CB(CA”). We deduce #(A n B) C V(B) n B’(B) 
for A E % and B E J?J. Conversely, B’(A) n B’(B) E J$~ and 
B’(A) n O’(B) E A n B. 
Using (8) we deduce &(A) n e’(B) C &(A n B). Hence 6’ satisfies (IV’) and 
hence 8’ is alower density of B. We call 0’ the lower density associated with 8. 
For each z E UAEsO B(A) let 9$(x) be the filter basis consisting of the 
sections of the set 
(A 1 A 3 a, A E Y0 n S&}. 
For a E 2 - UAEBO B(A) let s@(z) = &r(z). Then 4 = (s(z)),,, is a 
derivation basis on Z associated with the lower density 8’. 
3. DERIVATION BALES ON LOCALLY COMPACT SPACES 
In this and in the next two sections we suppose that 2 is a locally compact 
space, p a positive measure on 2 and B! = X(Z). For f : Z-+ [0, + co] we 
write 
p*(f)= j*lflG and tL*(f 1 = j’ If I dtL- 
Then CL* and CL* are upper integrals on Z and (Z, FL*, X(Z)) is strictly localiz- 
able. 
Let now f& C.@‘, . A derivation basis on Z, 9 is said to be of type 9~ if 
U(9) C Q. Obviously every derivation basis is of type go . 
Let XV be the set of all elements of 9s which are countable unions of 
compact sets. It follows from the results in Section 2 that for every lower 
density I3 of L3 there exists a derivation basis on Z of type Xc, associated with 0. 
In the next section we shall discuss in detail the condition: 
(C) For every open set UC Z and x E U there is .Qe E 9(z) contained in 
~‘(U>* 
409/35/z-15 
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We shall see that the problem as to whether or not there exists always a 
strong (or even a weak) derivation basis on 2 satisfying (C) is open. 
We denote by gc the set of all relatively compact measurable parts of 2 and 
by Xc the set 2Jc n X, . By A F+ AtC) we denote a mapping of ~3~ into X, 
satisfying AcC) CA and p.(A - A(“)) = 0. 
If 9 is a strong derivation basis on 2 of type X, satisfying (C) then 
The following result will be used below:1° 
THEOREM 4. Let 9 = (9+)),,, be a strong derivation basis on Z of type 
X, satisfying (C). Let v be a measure on Z and let v = f - p + IJ, where f is 
locally p-integrable and u is singular with respect to p. Then 
CL*-almost everywhere.ll 
4. STRONG LIFTINGS AND DERIVATION BASES 
A strong lifting12 of M” is a lifting p of M” satisfying: 
(VII) p(f) = f for all f E Cb(Z). 
A couple (2, p) has the strong hyting property if there exists a strong lifting 
of M”. The problem as to whether or not every couple (2, p), with 
Supp TV = 2, has the strong lifting property is open. A strong linear lifting of 
M” is a mapping p : M” -+ M” satisfying (I)-(V) and (VII). A couple (2, p) 
has the strong lifting property if and only if there is a strong linear lifting of 
M”. 
A strong lower density of g is a lower density B of 9 satisfying: 
(VII’) O(U) 3 U for every open set U C 2. 
Notice that a lifting of M” is strong if and only if the corresponding lifting 
of g (defined by (1)) is strong. 
If there exists a strong lower density of @ we deduce (use, for instance, the 
Corollary on p. 58, Chap. III [16] and Theorem 1, Chap. VIII [16]) that (2, CL) 
has the strong lifting property. 
lo For every measure A on Z, we define A(A) in the usual way for A E ZG . 
I1 See for instance [7]. Stronger esults are valid, but they will not be needed here. 
I2 For the definitions given in this section, see [14] or [16], Chap. VIII. 
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If 0 is a strong lower density of a and F C Z is closed then B(F) CF. In 
fact, B(F) n B(CF) = o so that B(CF) CC%(F). But CF is open and hence 
CF C B(CF) C CO(F). Hence 6(F) CF. 
It follows from (VII’) and the above remarks that if 0 is a strong lower density 
of +?8 then A EBB implies B(A) gaA, and 
hence Z(8) = Z. 
THEOREM 5. Let 0 be a strong lower density of 99. Then : (5.1) Every deriva- 
tion basis on Z associated with 0 is strong and satisfies condition (C). (5.2) There 
is a derivation basis on Z of type X^, associated with 0. 
Proof. (5.1) Let 9 = (F(z))~~~ be a derivation basis on Z associated 
with 8. By Theorem 3, the basis P is strong. Let now U C Z open, z E U and 
K a compact neighborhood of z contained in U. Since 0 is strong we have 
z E O(K) C K C U. Since 9 is associated with 0 there is & E F(z) contained 
in B(K), and hence contained in U. Since UC Z and z E U were arbitrary, 
9 satisfies (C). 
(5.2) For each z E Z let g@(z) be the filter basis consisting of all the 
sections of the set 
{A / A E B4, n 22&(B), A 3 X> 
and let s&z) be the image of go(z) by the mapping A w AcC). Then 
% = vx4)ZEZ is a derivation basis on Z of type X, , associated with 9. 
THEOREM 6. Let Z be a locally compact space and TV a positive measure on Z. 
The following assertions are equivalent : 
(6.1) The couple (Z, p) has the strong lifting property. 
(6.2) There is a strong derivation basis on Z of type Xc satisfying (C). 
(6.3) There is a weak derivation basis 9 on Z such that D9( f . ,u) (z) = ,f(z) 
for every f E Cb(Z) and z E Z. 
Proof. The fact that (6.1) + (6.2) follows from Theorem 5. To prove 
that (6.2) => (6.3) we observe that a strong derivation basis on Z is a weak 
derivation basis on Z. Moreover condition (C) implies D,( f. CL) (x) = f (z) 
for every f E Cb(Z). 
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It remains to prove that (6.3) 5 (6.1). For this we choose, for every z E 2, 
an ultrafilter e’(z) on @ ,,*, finer than F(z). We observe that, for f E M”, 
sup j fZ(A)I < +a. 
.4&3~* CL 
For each f E M” we define p(f) : Z -+ R by 
P(f)W = &f$ for z E Z. 
Clearly p : f -+ p(f) maps M” into M”. Since 9 is a weak derivation basis on 
Z we have p(f) = f for all f E M”. Moreover (6.3) implies p(f) = f for 
f E I!?(Z). It is obvious that p satisfies (II)-(V) in the definition of a lifting. 
Hence p is a strong linear lifting and hence (Z, p) has the strong lifting pro- 
Pe*Y* 
Remarks. (1) If 9 is a weak derivation basis on Z satisfying condition (C) 
we may define, as in the proof of (6.3) =+- (6.1) a strong linear lifting p of M”. 
We notice that this linear lifting p satisfies 
P(Jg) =fP(d 
for all f E Cb(Z) and g E M”. 
(2) A strong predensity of % is a predensity 0 of 9 satisfying (VII’) (see 
Cl]). If 0 is a strong predensity of g it is immediate that the lower density 8 
(defined by the equation (9)) is strong. It follows that if there exists a strong 
predensity of SS then (Z, CL) has the strong lifting property. 
5. LIFTINGS COMMUTING WITH TRANSLATIONS 
AND APPROXIMATE IDENTITIES 
Let Z be a locally compact group and p a left invariant measure on Z. For 
s E Z and f : Z--f R we denote y(s) f the mapping z H~(s-%) of Z into R. 
A lifting of M” commuting with the left translations of Z13 is a lifting p of M” 
satisfying 
(VIII) PWf) = A4df) 
forallsEZandfEM”. 
For every group Z and left invariant measure p on Z there exists a lifting 
of M” commuting with Z and such a lifting is strong (see [lS]). 
I3 To shorten the statements that follow we shall often say “commuting with 2” 
instead of “commuting with the left translations of Z.” 
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A lifting of W commuting with Z is a lifting 0 of .9?9 satisfying 
(VIII’) Q4) = se(A) 
forallsEZandAE93. 
Notice that a lifting of M” commutes with Z if and only if the correspond- 
ing lifting of 37 (defined by (1)) commutes with Z. 
A derivation basis 9 = (F(x)),,, on Z commutes with Z if for all s E Z 
and z E Z the filter basis %(sz) is the image of 9’(z) by the (extension to 9(Z) 
of the) mapping x ++ sx of Z into Z. 
‘~YHEOREM 7. Let 8 be a lifting of 53 commuting with Z. There exists then a 
derivation basis on Z of type X, associated with 0 and commuting with Z. 
Proof. By Theorem 5 there is a derivation basis 9 = (F(z))~~~ on Z 
of type .fc associated with 8. For each z E Z denote by 9(z) the image of 
9(e) by the (extension to P(Z) of the) mapping x i--t zx of Z onto Z. Then 
c%%a is a derivation basis on Z of type X, , commuting with Z. Since 0 
satisfies (VIII’) we deduce that 9 is associated with 0. 
Denote by B,” the algebra of all mappings of Z into R which have compact 
support, are bounded and Bore1 measurable. An approximate identity of Z (of 
type B,.“) is a filter basis s on B,” having the following properties: 
(i) .d E 9 and h E & implies h > 0 and sz h dp = 1; 
(ii) for every I’ E V(e) there is &ES such that h E .d implies Supp 
hC V. 
For the definitions and results concerning integration on locally compact 
groups, which we use below, we refer to [2]. However to facilitate the reading 
we shall recall here some of these definitions and results. 
Let rl be the modular function of Z. For f E B,” and v a measure on Z we 
define 
v *f(z) = 
i 
f (s-&z) dv(s) and f * Y(Z) = If(zs-l) d(s-l) dv(s) 
for z E Z. If f : Z -+ R then f” is the mapping x ~f(z-‘) of Z into R. If v 
is a measure on Z then vV is the measure defined by 
v”(f) = If y dv 
for f G X(Z). Clearly (v’)’ = v. If vr and va are measures on Z then vi * vz 
exists if and only if va” * vs” exists and (if vr * ~a exists) (vi c v.J” = va” * vi”. 
If q~ : Z -+ R is locally integrable then 
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For every measure v on 2 and z E 2 we denote (v, y) (z) the mapping 
g ++ v *g(z) of B,” into R and (v, 8) (z) the mapping g I-+ g * V(Z) of B,” 
into R. 
THEOREM 8. There exist approximate identities 3 and 9 of Z (of type B,“) 
such that if v = f. p f u, where f is locally p-integrable and u singular with 
respect to p, then 
ljp (5 ~44 =fW 
t.u-almost everywhere. 
and Qp (v, W+ =fM 
Proof. We denote by p a lifting of g commuting with Z and by 
99 = Pc%z a derivation basis on 2, of type Xc , commuting with Z and 
associated with 0. Then 9 is strong and satisfies (C). 
(i) For each A E Ye* let U, = (l/,u(A-I)) ~~-1 and let u be the mapping 
AH u, of X0* into B,“. Let 9 = u(S(e)). Then 9 is an approximate 
identity of Z (of type B,“). Moreover if x E 2 and A E XC* we have 
1 
v*ua(z) = - 
CL&W 
‘Pa-pZ) dv(s) 
-&*;(zA). 
Since the limit of the mapping A ++ p(A)/p(A-l) with respect to Y(e) is 1, 
the first part of the theorem follows from Theorem 4. 
(ii) For each A E X,* let vA = uA”/d and let v be the mapping A t+ v, 
of X,* into B,“. Let 9 = v(g(e)). Then $3 is an approximate identity of 2 
(of type B,“). Moreover if z E 2 and A E XC* we have 
(v, * v) . /I. = ((u&i)” * v) . p = (UA * p)” * v 
= (v’ * (u/j . p))” = ((v’ * UA)“/d) . p. 
Since v” = (f .A)” . p + U” it follows that 
li$l(v’, y)(z-1) = (f* O)"(z-") =f(z)d(z) 
EL*-almost everywhere. Hence 
1% (v, q4 =f(z), 
P.-almost everywhere and hence the second part of the theorem is also 
proved. 
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(5) Let v=f.p wheref:Z + C is locally /L-integrable. Then (with 
obvious notations) we deduce from (7’) that 
‘9 (b YK4 = f*(4 
for every z E 2. If we define f* * = ((f’).J’ then (see remark 4 below) 
1% 05 44 = f**<4 
for every x E 2. 
Remarks. (1) If p : M”+ 111” and 01: Ma+ M” are such that 
4.f) = Pm’ (10) 
for everyj E M”, then c1 is a lifting of Mm “ commuting with the right trans- 
lations of 2” if and only if p is a lifting of M” “commuting with the left 
translations of 2”. 
(2) We notice here that if 2 = R then there is no lifting p of M” such that 
p(f’)’ = p(f) for f E M” (see [13], various problems, Section 4). 
(3) Assume that p is a lifting of M” commuting with Z and that 01 is 
defined by the equations (10). For every measurable function f : 2 ---f i? 
we denote f * the unique function in C(Z, T,) satisfying f = f * and f ** the 
unique function in C(Z, T,) satisfying f =f **. If f E Mx then 
f ** = a(f) = p(y)’ = ((f’)*)‘. 
Using (6) we deduce that f ** = ((f’)*)’ for every measurable function 
f :Z+R. 
(4) We use below the notations of Theorem 8. We suppose v = f. p 
where f is locally p-integrable. Then 
lip (y, y)(4 = f *(4 
for every z E Z (see (7)). Hence 
l$n k”, Y)(+) = ((f4’)*Wl) = K(f4”)*>‘@> 
for every z E Z. Now (((fd)‘)*)” = (fO)** = f **d since d is continuous 
and OL is strong. We deduce 
IiF (v, d)(z) = f**(x) 
for every z E Z. 
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Results similar to those of Theorem 8 were established by R. E. Edwards 
and E. Hewitt for locally compact groups satisfying certain supplementary 
conditions and were used (by these authors) to obtain pointwise inversion 
formulas for Fourier transforms on locally compact Abelian groups (see [3]). 
Various results of this type can be obtained using Theorem 8 and the remarks 
that follow. In fact let 2 be a locally compact Abelian group 2, .2? the dual 
of 2 and fi the (Haar) measure on 2 associated to p (see [6]). Forf E Pcl(Z) 
we denote 9(f) its Fourier transform. We notice that if u E B,” then 
K,,, = ~(ZJ * v) E 2cc’(z). Using Theorem 8 we deduce 
for every f E &l(Z) and every x E 2. 
6. LOWER DENSITIES COMMUTING WITH GROUPS OF MAPPINGS 
We assume in this section the setting described in Section 1. 
Denote by ‘9 the set of all bijections s : Z+ 2 having the properties: 
(i) A E 9Js implies SA E 9,, and +A E go; 
(ii) A p*-negligible implies that SA and s-lA are PO-negligible. 
Notice that from (i) it follows that A E ./% implies SA CZ~ and s-lA ~9. 
Let $!?e be a subgroup of $9 and let 0 be a lower density of 9Y. We say that 0 
commutes weakly with S,, if 
(IX) se(A) = B(sA) 
for all s E ‘2Ya nd A ~97s . We say that 6’ commutes with 9, if the equations 
(IX) hold for all s E 9s and A ~9’. 
The following hypotheses will be considered below: 
(K) For each s E S,, there is A(s) > 0 such that 
/-+A) = 44 /-44 
A derivation basis 9 = (9(.~)),,~ on Z commutes with S,, if for all x E Z 
and s E 9s the filter basis .9(sz) is the image of g(z) by the (extension to 
P(Z)) of the mapping x t-+ sx of 2 onto 2. 
We shall now prove the: 
THEOREM 9. (9.1) Suppose that there is a lower density 0 of B commuting 
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weakly with G, and satisfying Z(0) = Z. Then there is a derivation basis on Z 
commuting with cY~ and associated with 0. (9.2) Suppose that (K) holds and that 
there is a weak derivation basis on 2 commuting with ?YO . Then there is a lower 
density of .8 commuting with 9, . 
Proof. Using (IX) we deduce immediately that if 6 is a lower density of B 
satisfying the hypotheses in (9.1) then S0 is a derivation basis on Z commuting 
with C!?,, and associated with 0. 
Let now F = (9(z)),,, be a weak derivation basis on Z commuting with 
g,, . We also assume that (K) holds. For each B E g let pB be the mapping 
A i--t p*(B n A)/p*(A) of a,,* into R. For B E g define dB : Z 4 R by 
for .s E Z and let 8(B) = (s 1 d,,(z) = l}. Then 6 is a lower density of 2’. Let 
s E 8, and B ELM. For A ~.%!l!,* we have 
d4 = 
~(sB n A) 
P*(A) 
= /-dS(B n ‘-lA)) = &-‘A) 
CLW-~AN 
Hence, for z E Z, 
dsB(z) = lirn(i;f pSe = l$$n;pB = dg(s-lz) 
z 
We deduce 6(sB) = se(B). Since s E 3s and B E g were arbitrary, (9.2) is 
proved. 
Remarks. (1) For other results of this type see [lo]. 
(2) It follows from Theorem 9 that if (K) holds and if there is a lower 
density of B commuting weakly with B, , then there is a lower density of %Y 
commuting with 9s. 
(3) If 6 is a predensity of g such that se(A) = O(sA) for all s E G, and 
A EPJ then the associated lower density 8’ defined by the equations (9) 
commutes with 3s . 
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